Synopsis

Centuries of Coverage! Covering nearly 600 years of circulating paper money, the 14th edition of The Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, General Issues, is the largest and most comprehensive catalog of its kind. Featuring more than 230 bank note-releasing authorities from 1368 to 1960, the catalog provides: * 27,500 bank note varieties with values in up to three condition grades * More than 12,000 images to assist in easy identification * Major revisions to Bulgaria, China and Ireland * Historical details, terminology, grading definitions and numeral charts * Enhanced note and color descriptions for quick identification of varieties With the assistance of more than 80 worldwide experts, this reference provides everything needed for identifying and valuing your world bank notes in today's intriguing market.
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Customer Reviews

A must have both for professionals and private collectors. For those who never had earlier releases - this is the most and only useful tool for pricing banknotes and checking on past issues. It gives a clear view on a banknote image, price, variances of the banknote. It has a very helpful index and is divided to sections. Each section for a country or region, a lot of them don't exist any more, so historical note is also useful.

You MUST have this book if you are, or want to be, a serious paper money collector. For any notes from year 1368 till 1960. And if its not here, maybe its in the Specialized issues!

Great book arived in perfect shape. I buy this book everytime it is updated. For those who like to
keep up with the value of their currency in their collection it is the most trusted, accurate authority. Easy to read and look up the bill you are looking for. Couldn't live without it.

It is very hard to find good and reliable information about paper money. In some countries is even hard to find local information about it. So, I think this catalog complies with providing you with general information regarding paper money of the world.

Good general overview of paper money of the world. However, valuations are badly off the mark, do not even remotely reflect market valuations.

The author is known for admitting errors or incomplete information into the work. Why not higher an editor who knows how to publish encyclopaedias, catalogs, text-books, etc.?

I have wanted to rebuild my collection since I lost my old set when some of my stuff was stolen a few years ago. This is a great book to add to any collectors library.

It helped me in organizing and categorizing my stuff. It also gave me good ideas about future purchases. I highly recommend it.
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